
I'm a senior marketing executive with
extensive product management experience. I've
been working in technology for more than ten
years (SaaS & Ecommerce).

I'm known as The CLV Lady because I've been
intensely evangelizing Customer Lifetime
Value and Lifecycle Marketing for the last
three years. I'm also widely recognized for
my contrarian approaches to opinion-based
methodologies and "best practices."

Currently, I own retention, CLV, and product
experience for CXL and our 30k+ students.

Welcome to my session.



It’s all about the customers.
Only that it’s not.

Topic: Customer Retention

Let's start



What they want you to think about customer retention?

As the north star metric

Is more important than
acquisition

You need one of these
tools. Otherwise you are
screwed.

Do you even segment bro?!

it's easy to increase
repurchase rates

same retention strategy
works for any business



Remember: Tools are a workaround.
We need tools to make our work
easier. But no miracle tool can boost
your retention rate. Whoever makes
those claims need to prove they can
back it up. And I am yet to see
anyone showing a tool increased a
metric that depends on so many
aspects.

You need one of these
tools. Otherwise you are
screwed.



A North Star metric is the one
measurement that's most predictive
of a company's long-term success.
To qualify as a “North Star,” a
metric must do three things: lead
to revenue, reflect customer value,
and measure progress.

As the north star metric



You cannot grow a business without
acquisition.
The segment of engaged/loyal customers is
statistically tiny, and to grow your
business considering only that segment;
you are ignoring 95% of the rest of your
customer base. At some point, because
customers are not loyal, that segment will
decrease, and by that time, you won't have
any business to grow.

Is more important than
acquisition



RFM Analysis and Segmentation is a methodology that
generally works.

It was birthed in the 80s as part of database marketing.
Database marketing only makes sense for big companies
with enough data to fuel such a system. It only makes
sense for companies that have data maturity.

And because of that, the companies that found success
thanks to database marketing are the ones in the
financial world, retail, telecom; companies that have
databases big enough to make economic sense to use a
system that automates data collection. These were
companies capable of generating enough transactional
data through millions of clients.

Do you even segment bro?!



Repurchase rates do not vary over time by a whole lot. I know vendors
and agencies promise this a whole to DTC brands.
If your annual purchase rate is 28%, it might vary by plus or minus 10%
on that level. And that is a great win.

I remember always being very cautious when promising brands an increase
there. I always stood in the statistical 10% yearly increase.

So, in other words, it might be 25% when you have a terrible year, it
might be 31 or 32% in a good year, but it's always going to be in that
range generally, and there's not a lot you can do about it.

The products that you sell frequently dictate what that repurchase rate
is. It has very little to do with the marketing smarts of the people
working in the marketing department.
So, when I read people that promise a 20% increase in repurchase rates
to brands. I'm always like, what in the actual fuck?!

it's easy to increase
repurchase rates



Your retention strategy is not another brand's
retention strategy.
To build upon any type of strategy - if you do
qualify to focus on it - you need to consider:
- Unit economics
- Business model
- Product
Whoever is trying to sell you methodologies,
tools, and other things without analyzing the
above beforehand, you come to learn how little
they can do to help you.

the same retention
strategy works for any
business



Your product
Your market
Your experience
Your positioning
Your operations
Your company culture

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

While many companies are posing as
customer-centric on the outside,
internally, it's a hot mess that
ultimately affects that company's
growth and employees' effectiveness
and happiness.

The not so popular things that affect retention



Your product

Questions you would want to ask yourself.

- unit economics: Is your unit the SKU or the
customer?
- is there an actual replenishment/repurchase need
for my product?
- do I have product-market fit?
- is my product team focused on the right things?
- am I investing as much as I should in product
development?
- am I doing enough research to improve my product?
- do I have the right mindset towards growth?

The Lean Startup summarizes Marc Andreessen’s
definition of product-market fit as “the moment
when a startup finally finds a widespread set of
customers that resonate with its product.” 
Finding product-market fit doesn’t necessarily
provide an aha moment, but you can think of it as
when the interest from customers validates that
your product satisfies a need or solves a
problem. 

https://www.google.com/books/edition/The_Lean_Startup/tvfyz-4JILwC?hl=en&gbpv=1&bsq=219


Your market

Questions you would want to ask yourself.

- am I targeting the right market with my product?
- is there an actual need for my product in the
market?
- do I have product-market fit?
- am I doing enough competitive analysis?
- am I distracted by market trends or by
replicating what my competition does?
- am I doing enough research to improve my product?
- is my business equipped to survive the changes in
my market?
- do I have the right mindset towards growth?

Finding product-market fit often means
identifying a good market (one that is
large and has demand) and molding your
product to fit the needs of that market.
You could build the best product that
solves multiple pain points for customers—
but if there’s no market to support it, or
the market is weak, your product will fail. 



Your experience

Questions you would want to ask yourself.

- is my experience enough to grow my business?
- am I allowing the experts I hire to do their job,
or am I getting involved too much?
- am I investing in myself and my team's training?
- do I have clarity on what I want to achieve?
- am I investing as much as I should in product
development?
- am I doing enough research to improve my product?
- do I have the right mindset towards growth?

Product-based differentiation has gone away
In 2016, Drift’s CEO, David Cancel, famously said
that the era of product-based differentiation is
going away. By now, we can conclude that it has
already gone away.
The work your marketing department does has never
been more critical. The way to win today is through
brand, positioning, community, and understanding your
customer better than any of your competitors do, in a
word, marketing.



Your positioning

Questions you would want to ask yourself.

- am I investing enough in my company's branding?
- am I focusing on optimizing my pricing?
- do I have product-market fit?
- is my brand top of mind?
- do I have a strategy for how to position my
company in the market and in the minds of my
customers?
- am I investing as much as I should in product
development?
- am I doing enough research to improve my product?
- do I have the right mindset towards growth?

Your position is determined by how
prospects view your store. Perception is
malleable. Positioning is your savior to
the great eCommerce sin of being another
“me too.” It is how you set yourself apart
from the competition and solve problems
unique to your business.



Your operations

Questions you would want to ask yourself.

- is my team following a well-thought-of strategy,
or am I just doing things off the top?
- is my team equipped with enough processes,
documentation to be able to do their work
effectively?
- am I focusing on the right metrics to move in the
right direction with my business?
- does my team feel like they are progressing, or
do they feel stagnant?
- am I doing any innovation, or am I just putting
down fires all the time?
- do I have the right mindset towards growth?

Operations management is the process that
generally plans, controls, and supervises
manufacturing and production processes and
service delivery. Operations management is
essential in a business organization
because it helps effectively manage, power,
and direct goods, services, and people.



Your company's culture

Questions you would want to ask yourself.

- are my employees supported enough to progress?
- am I investing in their education and professional growth?
- am I training them into my company's values and do they
believe in those values?
- does my team care about my company's growth?
- am I providing enough candid feedback to help my team
improve?
- does my team feel that they are making a difference while
working for me?
- does my team feel valued?
- does my team move in the interest of the customer and the
company or in my own interest?
-does my team have the space to push back whenever I have bad
ideas or they are just encouraging me because I am the boss?
- do I have the right mindset towards growth?

Strong company culture empowers employees
to grow within the organization and take
ownership of ideas and projects. It
promotes learning and professional
development while discouraging toxic
behaviors and poor work ethic. Culture can
be the defining difference between you and
your competitors.



The Lean Startup summarizes Marc Andreessen’s
definition of product-market fit as “the moment
when a startup finally finds a widespread set of
customers that resonate with its product.” 
Finding product-market fit doesn’t necessarily
provide an aha moment, but you can think of it as
when the interest from customers validates that
your product satisfies a need or solves a
problem. 

Finding product-market fit often means
identifying a good market (one that is
large and has demand) and molding your
product to fit the needs of that market.
You could build the best product that
solves multiple pain points for customers—
but if there’s no market to support it, or
the market is weak, your product will fail. 

Product-based differentiation has gone away
In 2016, Drift’s CEO, David Cancel, famously said
that the era of product-based differentiation is
going away. By now, we can conclude that it has
already gone away.
The work your marketing department does has never
been more critical. The way to win today is through
brand, positioning, community, and understanding your
customer better than any of your competitors do, in a
word, marketing.

Your position is determined by how
prospects view your store. Perception is
malleable. Positioning is your savior to
the great eCommerce sin of being another
“me too.” It is how you set yourself apart
from the competition and solve problems
unique to your business.

Operations management is the process that
generally plans, controls, and supervises
manufacturing and production processes and
service delivery. Operations management is
essential in a business organization
because it helps effectively manage, power,
and direct goods, services, and people.

Strong company culture empowers employees
to grow within the organization and take
ownership of ideas and projects. It
promotes learning and professional
development while discouraging toxic
behaviors and poor work ethic. Culture can
be the defining difference between you and
your competitors.

Bringing it all together.

https://www.google.com/books/edition/The_Lean_Startup/tvfyz-4JILwC?hl=en&gbpv=1&bsq=219


Thank you.

Connect with me:
@theclvlady


